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- Malcolm is a 16 yo Southeast Asian trans-masculine person who started on cross-sex hormone therapy at age 14 at Tanner stage 5
- He transitioned in place in high school
- He has masculinized well, and is pleased with his deepening voice and facial hair. He has not had any menstrual bleeding in a year and a half.
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- He comes to you seeking a referral for top surgery.
- He currently wears a binder except when he is home late in the evening and to bed at night
- He has a hx of several candidal infections in the area under his breasts
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- His mother is supportive of surgery
- His father, who is divorced from his mother and lives across the country, but shares custody of Malcolm, feels that testosterone therapy is one thing, but that he cannot support a permanent surgical procedure.
- Malcolm is covered by his father’s insurance policy that does cover trans related treatment
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- Malcolm’s older sister lives in the home with him and his mother
- The sister is unsupportive and argues with him frequently. She faults him for their parents’ divorce
- This causes Malcolm significant distress, and he sometimes leaves home and lives short-term with his girlfriend’s family
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- Malcolm is planning on having surgery over his Spring Break in 2 months